The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, organised a webinar on "Dr. Babasaheb's Contribution to Nation Building"

Faculty of Social Work, The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda under the aegis of Dr. B R Ambedkar Chair, Ministry of Social Justice & Environment, Government of India & Government of Gujarat and UGC DSA Phase - III, organised a webinar on "Dr. Babasaheb's Contribution to Nation Building". Faculty of Social Work is one of the pioneering institutions of India founded in 1950 and marked as 4th best school of social work in India by the Outlook Survey in 2019.

For the first time in lockdown, MS University organized a webinar. Inaugurating it, Vice Chancellor Prof. Parimal Vyas said that the contribution of Sir Sayajirao Gaekwad of Baroda State is significant in the creation of Dr. BR Ambedkar. The keynote speaker of this webinar, Dr. Sushma Yadav, Vice Chancellor of BPS Mahila Vishwavidyalaya, Sonipat, Haryana, focused on various aspects of Dr. Ambedkar's nation building work and explained the importance of Ambedkar's ideas. In his speech, Dr. Chandrakanta Mathur of Delhi University described that Ambedkar's ideas of nation building are relevant even today. Kishore Makwana, a senior journalist from Gujarat, said that social unity and national unity are two sides of the same coin. No capable nation can survive without social cohesion. Dr. Ambedkar's lifelong struggle was for this social unity. It was Ambedkar's dream to strengthen the nation through social unity. Dr. Kishore Makwana elaborated on the contribution of Dr. Ambedkar in nation building. Dr. Devraj Singh of Delhi University spoke on BR Ambedkar's views ranging from the influence of Buddha, Kabir and Phule to the formation of the nation, the provisions of the Indian Constitution as well as policies like the right to equality and reservation policy.

At the beginning of the webinar, Dr. Jagdish Solanki, Dr. MN Parmar, Dr. Bhavna Mehta gave the welcome address along with the role of the webinar. The vote of thanks was given by Dr. Satish Kumar.

The webinar was attended by about 150 people from Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Assam, Maharashtra, Delhi, Gujarat and other states.

For the programme total 210 participants are registered and the participants are from Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Assam, Delhi and Gujarat.
ડો.સી. આ. આંબેદ્�karના વિયારોમાં પુષ્ટ્ય, કનીર અને કૂલે જનકતાં

WEBINAR
સિદ્ધર્થ મન્દિર, વરસાદ

MSU દ્વારા ડો.સી. આંબેદ્�karના રાસ્તા પર યોજણા પ્રકટણ પર વેબિનારાયણ
અયોજન સમાપ્ત થતું, જેમાં પ્રોફીસર મહેષબાબુ પુની. નાની કૃપાથી ડો.સી. આંબેદ્કર
ની હિંદી યુષ્ણન. નાના દેશકાલ માધ્યમ લાભ થતું હતું, સામાજિક અંકન
અને રાજ્યની વિભાગની બદલાતની થતું છે. ડો. આંબેદ્કરની મધ્યમભાષા સામાજિક
અંકનના અંકનની બદલાતની થતી. જેમાં સાક્ષાત્કારના રાષ્ટ્રીય વેબિનારાયણ
દ્વારા વિદ્યાર્થીઓની ભાગભાગ થતી હતી. હિંદી યુષ્ણી. નાના ડો. હેવર્સનીઓ
બુધ, કનીર અને કૂલે વિયારોમાં અસર હતી. ડો. આંબેદ્કરની બહુમુખી વિદ્યાર્થી બદલાવ
હતી. વેબિનારાયણ યોજનાની 120 વોલાં વોલાં હતાં.
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Registration link: https://docs.google.com/forms
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FACULTY OF SOCIAL WORK
THE MAHARAJA SAYAJIRAO UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
ORGANIZES
A SERIES OF WEBINAR
ON
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
(28th to 30th April, 2020)

About The Maharaja Sayajirao University Of Baroda
The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda (1949) is the only State University with a residential, unitary character having English as sole medium of instruction with more than 1200 well-qualified faculty members and 1500 administrative staff to facilitate the learning of more than 55000 students having cosmopolitan life on campus.

About Faculty of Social Work
The Faculty of Social Work at the Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda is one of the pioneering institutions of India was founded in the post independence era in 1950. 15th March, the Faculty has been actively engaged in academic, research and extension work closely with the government, corporate and NGO sector and marked 41st best school in India by the Outlook survey in 2019. With the support of corporate well wishers the faculty has set up a Centre of Excellence in CSR with an aim to strengthen, promote and collaborate with all stakeholders of CSR. Under the aegis of the centre, the Faculty has undertaken number of need assessment and impact evaluation studies, have introduced a PG Diploma program in CSR and have organised number of other academic and extension activities.

About Webinar
The basic aim of the webinar is to introduce participants to the concept of CSR, legal provisions, its models, existing practices and scope of CSR during COVID-19. The webinar is open to all those interested and involved in the field of CSR.

Highlights of the Webinar
Date : 28th to 30th April, 2020
Time : 4:30 pm to 5:30 pm
Mode of Meeting : Zoom Meeting

Organizing Committee
Prof. (Dr.) Jagdish Solanki, Director
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Contact Details: Dr. Satish Kumar (0980203745)
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(Meeting ID will be shared via E-Mail)

Registration link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdpVCNnD5eSepMB8qFmUaCcS-Fp1SbbUC60k0GWbysMThA/viewform?usp=sharing